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AQuA is a search-based quantified Boolean formulas (QBF) solver. Input for-
mulas are those in prenex conjunctive normal form (PCNF) stored in QDimacs

1.1 format [7]. AQuA was implemented from scratch, and uses natively 64 bit
data structures. In AQuA, literal propagation is performed through unit, pure,
and don’t literal detection using lazy data structures [1]. In particular, Boolean
constraint propagation (BCP) makes use of either two or three literals watching
strategies, which can be chosen on the command line, and pure/don’t care make
use of a constant time access data structure. For backtracking, a conflict and
solution driven constraint learning (CSDCL) [2,6] approach is used. When back-
tracking from a solution, which is obtained by setting a complete assignment
to the variables, an initial pseudo-minimal prime implicant is built. The con-
flict/solution analysis terminates and computes a new constraint to learn when
in the implication graph a cut-point according to a specific criterion is found. In
AQuA, two criteria are implemented, namely the common first UIP [11] (F-UIP)
and a so-called first semantic UIP (S-UIP). None of the two implementations in-
cur into the worst case exponential learning analyzed in [9].

Additionally, two decision heuristics (OCCS and a VSIDS-like one) [10] are
implemented. Finally, a restart strategy [5] and phase saving [8] are also imple-
mented.

The solver is loosely coupled with the QBF preprocessor sQueezeBF [3],
which is given a timeout of 100 seconds and is run as separate thread using
a popen() POSIX call: during the preprocessing phase, AQuA does nothing,
hence there is no parallel work.

Three variants of AQuA have been submitted, which are listed below.

Submitted Files

The submitted file (AQuA.zip) contains the following files:

qube this is QuBE7.2 [4] binary, which was officially released and available for
download. In it the preprocessor sQueezeBF is tightly coupled, and is called
internally by AQuA with a command line of the form ‘‘ulimit -t 100;

./qube <qbf-file-name> -all’’, and its output is read through a pipe.
This file must lay in the same directory AQuA does;

AQuA-F3V with F-UIP learning, 3 literals watching, and VSIDS decision heuristic;
AQuA-S2V with S-UIP learning, 2 literals watching, and VSIDS decision heuristic;
AQuA-S3O with S-UIP learning, 3 literals watching, and OCCS decision heuristic.
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